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Christine,
We had a good discussion with the Planning Board last night. I thought it would be helpful to
summarize the meeting below. If there is anything else we can do before the next hearing to prepare
materials, please let me know.
Last night, myself, Sherri Schuler, Kiz Syed and Taylor Dowdy attended the board meeting. We
introduced the project and talked a little about the change from the original permit request for the
building 5 project vs what we are currently proposing. I have attached 3 slides that we showed
during the meeting which give a good sense of the reduction in scope for the project.
Susan Murphy introduced us and outlined that last night was just an introductory meeting and that
there would be another meeting needed to review the comments from the peer reviewers. We have
been continued until 4/26 which is great because we can join to address both the Framebridge Site
Plan Review Waiver and this project on the same meeting.
BSC has had a chance to review the early peer review comments and address those concerns but we
will hold off on sending a revised version of the plans (beyond what we sent on Saturday 4/10).
Should we expect additional comments back from Jeff Dirk? It sounded like his review of what we
provided this past Saturday was the outstanding item that the Board wants to review before the
next hearing. BSC made the changes to the plans requested by Pat Brennan and these changes will
be reflected in the next set of plans we send over. I can send them today if that would be helpful,
just let me know.
I think we were generally able to answer all of the Board’s questions about the project during the
meeting.
Judy Sneath asked for further clarification about how we are tracking restaurant seats and
how the Building Commissioner can be sure we are in compliance. I have included an updated
restaurant seat count table for reference. If you would share this with her, I would appreciate
it.
Gordon Carr asked about the restaurant seats and we were able to give some clarity as to
where the restaurant seats are coming from, since there are no new seats being proposed.
We discussed our approach to determining parking - based on the traditional permit ratios
(shown on sheet C-103 of the plans) and in the Shared Parking spreadsheet that we
developed with the board during the last permit process and shared with you in the 4/10
email.
Gary Torndorf-Dick had a question about the truck turning radii. Taylor Dowdy at BSC
discussed how the truck modeling software is extremely conservative and the turning radius is

usually much tighter. In addition to it being conservative, our tenants have deliveries made in
the early morning hours before the property opens so the chance of trucks making these
turns while cars are traveling down that service road are very low.
I’m available by cell if you’d like to chat today or anytime this week - 617-785-0686. Thank you for
your assistance.
Victoria
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